in racism and human rights, the fourth edition of the European Islamophobia
Report addresses a still timely and politically important issue. All 34 country

reports included in this book follow a unique structure that is convenient, first, for comparing country reports and, second, for selected readings on a particular topic such as
politics, employment, or education with regards to Islamophobia across Europe.
The present report investigates in detail the underlying dynamics that directly or indirectly
support the rise of anti-Muslim racism in Europe. This extends from Islamophobic statements spread in national media to laws and policies that restrain the fundamental rights
of European Muslim citizens. As a result, the European Islamophobia Report 2018 discusses the impact of anti-Muslim discourse on human rights, multiculturalism, and the
state of law in Europe.
This fourth edition of our report highlights how European societies are challenged by the
rise of violent far-right groups that do not only preach hatred of Muslims but also participate in the organization of bloody terror attacks. The rise of far-right terrorist groups such
as AFO (Action of Operational Forces) in France or the network Hannibal in Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland confirms EUROPOL’s alarming surveys on the growing danger
of right-wing terrorism.
This year, SETA worked in cooperation with the Leopold Weiss Institute, an Austrian NGO
based in Vienna dedicated to the research of Muslims in Europe. In addition, the European Union has funded the European Islamophobia Report 2018 through the program
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Executive Summary
In a year dominated by Brexit, Islamophobia received both unwanted and welcome
attention in the UK during 2018. On the negative side, the upward trend in Islamophobic incidents in the UK continued in 2017-18 (the typical census period for
official government data), with the number of cases recorded in official statistics
rising by 17% and religion-specific cases by a staggering 40% (double the figure of
2015/16). Instances of vandalism directed at places of worship also recorded a significant (50%) rise in the same period. The government has belatedly recognised the
dangers posed by the rapidly escalating far-right activity, supported by the operation
of a decentred - and therefore hard to regulate, for both states and social media platforms - global online network. Islamophobia is also increasingly turning into a ‘blind
spot’ for mainstream society. The year 2018 witnessed the transformation of the UK
Independence Party (UKIP) into an openly Islamophobic party and an alarming
rise of Islamophobic entanglements involving figures of the governing Conservative
party. Meanwhile the ‘othering’ of Muslims is promoted by political and media narratives in key fields as security (long-standing association with terrorism), education
(‘takeover’ of schools), the criminal justice system (disproportionate representation
of Muslims in prison population), employment (higher unemployment of Muslims;
barriers to promotion; discriminatory practices at work), and gender (depiction of
Muslim women as victims of a ‘non-western’ culture).
On the positive side, the publication of a landmark report by the All-Party
Parliamentary Group on British Muslims has produced a consensus definition of
Islamophobia as a form of racism and has generated significant momentum towards
the official adoption of such a definition, in spite of government resistance. Civil society organisations too have continued to play a critical role in terms of both
challenging stereotypes or inaccurate representations of Muslims and promoting a
positive view of the Muslim contribution in British society. Finally, there has been a
growing number of initiatives that seek to inscribe Islamophobia - while distinct in
its characteristics and in need of discrete legal recognition - into broader pathologies
that are rooted in racism and affect Muslims as part of wider oppressed and minoritised segments of British society.
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Country Profile
Country: United Kingdom
Type of Regime: Constitutional Monarchy
Form of Government: Parliamentary Democracy headed by a Prime Minister leading the Executive.
Ruling Parties: Conservative Party (since 2010)
Opposition Parties: Labour Party (official opposition of Her Majesty’s Most Loyal
Opposition); Liberal Democrats; regional parties (Scottish National Party; Plaid Cymru; Democratic Unionist Party; Sinn Féin); Green Party; Change UK (since 2019).
Last Elections: 2017 Parliamentary Election: The Conservative party won 42.40%
of the vote and 317 out of 650 parliamentary seats in the House of Commons,
falling short of an outright majority; the Labour party came second with 40% and
262 seats, with the Liberal Democrats third (in votes) with 7.9% but only 12 seats
and the Scottish National party fourth with 3% but with a larger share of 35 seats
(all in Scotland). The Democratic Unionist party won 10 seats in Northern Ireland
(0.2% of the vote) and provided support to the minority government formed by the
Conservative party.
Total Population: 66,182,000 (2011 census) / 66,775,286 (2019 estimate)
Major Languages: English (98%), Scots (2.5%), Welsh (1%); Scottish Gaelic, Cornish, and Irish (all <0.1%)
Official Religion: Church of England (Anglican) in England only; no established
religion in other parts of the United Kingdom.
Statistics on Islamophobia: The upward trend in Islamophobic incidents in

the UK continued in the figures for 2017-18, with the number of cases recorded in official statistics rising by 17% and religion-specific cases by a staggering 40% (double the figure of 2015/16). There were 2,965 recorded cases

of Islamophobic hate crime, representing 52% of all recorded religiously motivated
hate crime offences.
The percentage of Muslim adults (16 or over) who were victims of religiously motivated
crime in 2017-18 was nearly double that recorded for any other religious group (0.8%).
In the London metropolitan area, Islamophobic hate crimes recorded a 25%
rise in 2017-18 when compared to the previous year, reaching a total figure of
1,668 incidents.
A recent report published by the National Union of Students (NUS) reveals that one in
three students with Muslim background have suffered attacks on university campuses.
The number of Muslim prisoners also continues to grow disproportionately, representing more than 15% of the total prison population (nearly double the percentage
figure from ten years ago), with an even higher figure of 28% among inmates of high
security facilities.
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Statistics on Racism and Discrimination: In 2018, 950 racist incidents were reported to the police, down 16% from 2017, which itself saw a fall from the 2,000
reported in 2016.
Major Religions (% of Population): Christianity (59.5%), No religion (25.7%),
Islam (4.5%), Hinduism (1.3%), Sikhism (0.7%), Judaism (0,4 %), Buddhism
(0.4%), Other (0.4%) [2011 census]
Muslim Population (% of Population): 2,786,635 [2011 census], 3,372,966
[2017-18 Annual Population Survey]
Main Muslim Community Organizations: Muslim Council of Britain (MCB),
Muslim Association of Britain
Main NGOs Combating Islamophobia: Muslim Council of Britain, Muslim Engagement and Development (MEND), Tell MAMA UK, Islamophobia Watch,
Islamic Human Rights Commission, Islamophobia Response Unit (ISU), Cage,
HOPE Not Hate
Far-Right Parties: British National Party (BNP), UK Independence Party (UKIP),
National Front, English Democrats, British Democrats
Far-Right Movements: English Defence League (EDL), Britain First (deregistered
in 2017), For Britain, Generation Identity, New British Union (NBU), Football
Lads Alliance, Veterans Against Terrorism, Blood and Honour, British Movement
Far-Right Terrorist Organisations: Combat 18, National Action (proscribed in 2016)
Limitations to Islamic Practices
− Hijab Ban: No, but schools have the right to determine their own dress code,
which has led to some cases of hijab ban for particular student age groups.
− Halal Slaughter Ban: No
− Minaret Ban: No
− Circumcision Ban: No
− Burka Ban: No
− Prayer Ban: No
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Introduction
The recent relentless intensity of the Brexit topic in the UK’s public domain left
very narrow margins for other topics to creep up the list of ‘newsworthy’ items.
Still, 2018 was also the year in which the UK authorities finally began to acknowledge the grave - and steadily growing - threat to community cohesion from the far
right.1 A report published by the HOPE Not Hate (HnH) campaign showed how
a new, younger generation of far-right activists are driving an organisational change
that leans heavily on online media and a different ideological profile that is far less
dependent on neo-Nazi symbolism and steeped in anti-Muslim hatred.2 Recent data
from the government’s counter-terrorism PREVENT programme revealed that the
number of cases referred over concerns about far-right activity rose by a third; the
proportion of those who were identified as being ‘at risk’ of radicalisation in the
same group matches that of cases associated with what the programme identifies as
‘Islamist’ extremism.3
However, the increasingly significant role of Islamophobia in driving uncivility, hatred, and violence in the UK is not confined to the extremes of the political spectrum. In 2018, under its new leader Gerard Batten, the UK Independence
Party (UKIP) underwent a transformation into a full-blown Islamophobic party.
The uncertain future of the Brexit negotiations and above all the appointment of
the high-profile far-right activist (and former leader of the English Defence League,
EDL) Tommy Robinson as party advisor may provide UKIP with an unpredictable
mobilising dynamic in the near future. Closer to the political mainstream, the governing Conservative party came under sustained criticism for its failure to tackle
‘institutional’ Islamophobia among its ranks, prompting calls for an independent
inquiry into the extent of the problem.
A year after the publication of the Runnymede Trust’s twentieth anniversary
report on Islamophobia, the All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on British Muslims concluded its six-month investigation into “a working definition of Islamophobia”. The final report recommended the adoption of a legal definition of Islamophobia as “rooted in racism and [constituting] a type of racism that targets expressions of
Muslimness or perceived Muslimness”.4 The report’s direct linking of Islamophobia
1. Imran Awan, “When Are We Going to Take the Threat of The Radical Right Seriously?” Centre for Analysis of
the Radical Right (blog), 17 July 2018. https://www.radicalrightanalysis.com/2018/07/17/when-are-we-going-totake-the-threat-of-the-radical-right-seriously/ (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
2. “Hope Not Hate”, 2018 State of Hate: Far Right Terrorism on the Rise (HnH, London: 2018), https://www.hopenothate.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/State-of-Hate-2018.pdf (Access Date: 5 September 2019).
3. “Is Far-Right Extremism More of a Threat than Radical Islam?”, The Week UK, (Access date: 3 September
2019). https://www.theweek.co.uk/98498/is-far-right-extremism-more-of-a-threat-than-radical-islam (Access Date:
3 September 2019).
4. APPG on Prevent British Muslims, Islamophobia Defined. Report on the Inquiry into a Working Definition of Islamophobia / Anti-Muslim Hatred (London: 2018), p. 11.
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with anti-Muslim racism is welcome, echoing long-held views to that effect by the
Runnymede Trust, Muslim bodies, NGOs, academics, as well as the European Islamophobia report itself.5 So far the British government has resisted these calls. Still,
that this debate is gathering new momentum in a year so crushingly dominated by
Brexit can only be a positive development.

Discussion of Islamophobia Incidents
and Discursive Events
Physical and Verbal Attacks
In 2017-18, hate crime in the UK continued a long-term upward trend, according to the official government statistics released annually by the Home Office for
England and Wales in October, rising by 17% year-on-year to just above 94,000
offences. Figures for racially and religiously aggravated offences recorded by the
police reveal that, after the peak observed in the summer of 2017, there was another swing upwards during the first three months of 2018. ‘Racially or religiously
aggravated offences’ constituted the overwhelming majority of recorded incidents,
with race (71%) and religion (8%) showing a significant degree of overlap (for
example, adults with an Asian and Muslim background are far more likely to be
victims of hate crime). The released data show that, where such information was
recorded, the flag ‘Muslim’ applied to 52% of the 5,680 total religiously aggravated
recorded offences.6 Overall, the number of hate crime offences explicitly linked to
religion rose by 40% year-on-year and has nearly doubled since 2015-16.7 Figures
for Scotland are released separately and show a somewhat more positive picture,
with both ‘religion’ and ‘race’ flags recording a drop of 4% and 5% respectively in
comparison to 2016/17.8

5. See indicatively: Runnymede Trust, Islamophobia - 20 Years on, Still a Challenge for Us All (Runnymede Trust, London: 2017), p. 1; Enes Bayrakli, Farid Hafez, “Introduction”, EU Islamophobia Report 2015, (SETA, Ankara: 2016),
http://www.islamophobiaeurope.com/executive-summary/2015-2/; Chris Allen, “Why UK’s Working Definition
of Islamophobia as a ‘Type of Racism’ Is a Historic Step,” The Conversation. (Access date: 3 January 2019), http://
theconversation.com/why-uks-working-definition-of-islamophobia-as-a-type-of-racism-is-a-historic-step-107657;
and Scott Poynting and Victoria Mason, “The Resistible Rise of Islamophobia: Anti-Muslim Racism in the UK and
Australia before 11 September 2001,” Journal of Sociology, 43/1 (2007), pp. 61–86.
6. Home Office, Hate Crime, England and Wales, 2017-18. Statistical Bulletin, 16 October 2018, p. 35-6.
7. Ashley Kirk, ‘Hate Crime Linked to Religion Doubled in Three Years’, The Telegraph, 16 October 2018
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/10/16/hate-crime-linked-religion-doubled-three-years/, (Access date:
4 September 2019).
8. Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service, Hate Crime in Scotland, 2017-18. Statistical Bulletin, 15 June 2018,
http://www.copfs.gov.uk/images/Documents/Statistics/Hate%20Crime%202017-18/Hate%20Crime%20in%20
Scotland%202017-18.pdf (Access Date: 5 September 2019).
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10 9. Home Office, Hate Crime, England’s and Wales, 2016-17. Data Tables, p. 6, https://www.gov.uk/government/
Home Office, Hate Crime, England and Wales, 2017-18. Statistical Bulletin, p. 14.
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tables.ods (Access Date: 2 September 2019).
11. Lizzie Dearden, ’Street Attacks on Muslims Rocket in UK as Perpetrators Feel “Emboldened” by Political Rhet10
Home Office, Hate Crime, England and Wales, 2017-18. Statistical Bulletin, p. 14.
oric’, The Independent, 23 July 2018 <https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/attacks-muslims-ukterror-islam-hate-crime-brexit-tell-mama-a8457996.html> (Access date: 2 September 2019).
9
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13
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including an incident of inflicted injury to his hand only weeks before the attack
recorded on the video.14
Instances of vandalism recorded an annual rise of 50% in 2017 (rising to 81),
mostly driven by a retribution mindset in response to triggers such as the terrorist
attacks in Manchester and London.15 Provisional figures for the first half of 2018
have recorded a moderate drop from the peaks of 2017 (25 cases) but the trend
in the second half of the year showed a renewed spike. Religious and educational
institutions received the majority of these attacks. The typology of the recorded
attacks against mosques ranged from symbolic acts of defacement (such as spraying
graffiti: Heaton Mosque in Newcastle, in October;16 Anware Madina Mosque in
Sunderland and Bait-ul-Lateef Mosque in Liverpool, in November; leaving bacon
rashes on the door handle of Dunfermline Central Mosque in Scotland) to more
co-ordinated violent attacks (using catapults to cause physical damage on the exterior of Masjid Qamarul Islam and Al-Hijrah Mosques in Birmingham in August)
to arson attacks (Jamia Masjid Abu Huraira Mosque in Leeds in June; Al-Falah
Islamic Centre in Manchester in December17). But the most serious incident of
physical attack in a Muslim place of worship was recorded in Cricklewood, London, when three young men deliberately drove a stolen vehicle into pedestrians
heading into the Al-Majlis Al-Hussain Islamic Centre on 19 September, injuring
three worshippers. The hit-and-run attack was preceded by serial verbal taunts
directed at Muslim passers-by.18 Offensive graffiti also appeared in many public
locations: indicatively, in May, vile anti-Muslim slogans were sprayed on a wall in
Small Heath Park, Birmingham; in June, a co-ordinated campaign in Horncastle,
Lincolnshire saw numerous buildings defaced with racist and anti-Muslim slogans;
and in July a series of Islamophobic graffiti were scrawled on the walls of High
Level Bridge in Newcastle, with councillor Dipu Ahad linking them to a serious
escalation of anti-Muslim hate in the city.19
14. Nazia Parveen, “Syrian Schoolboy ‘Suffered Years of Abuse’ in Huddersfield School,” The Guardian, 5 December 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/dec/05/syrian-schoolboy-allegedly-suffered-years-of-abusein-huddersfield-school (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
15. Tell MAMA, Annual Report 2017, p. 44-6.
16. Sean Seddon, “Fury as ‘Bacon’ Is Scrawled on Walls of Mosque in ‘Disgusting’ Attack”, Nechronicle, 2018,
https://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/fury-bacon-scrawled-walls-newcastle-15212520,
(Access
Date: 4 September 2019).
17. “Fire at Mosque Ruled as an Islamophobic Hate Crime, Police Launch Appeal”, Tell MAMA, 2018 https://
tellmamauk.org/fire-at-mosque-ruled-as-an-islamophobic-hate-crime-police-launch-appeal/, (Access date: 1 September 2019).
18. Danny Boyle, “Cricklewood Mosque ‘Hate Crime’ Crash: Three Hurt as Car Hits Crowd After ‘Tirade of Racist
Abuse’, The Telegraph, 19 September 2018, https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/09/19/cricklewood-mosquehate-crime-crash-three-hurt-car-swerves-crowd/, (Access date: 3 September 2019).
19. Katie Dickinson, “Anger as ‘Vile’ Islamophobic Graffiti Is Scrawled on High Level Bridge”, Chronicle Live, 11 July
2018, https://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/anger-vile-islamophobic-graffiti-scrawled-14897397
(Access Date: 2 September 2019).
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Figure 4: Arson attack against the Jamia Masjid Abu Huraira Mosque in Leeds, June 2018.
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grotesque points system for different kinds of violent attacks against physical and human targets. The campaign, which was also disseminated on social media (#PunishAMuslimDay hashtag on Twitter) gathered momentum during the rest of March and
early April, with the letters often containing (non-toxic but in some cases irritant, as
it turned out) white powder.22 The impact of the campaign on Muslim communities
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Figure 6: Copy of the ‘Punish a Muslim Day’ letter, showing the ‘points system’.24
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crimination or harassment in the workplace, with a significant portion suffering
psychologically and physically as a result.26
With the UK government having stated back in 2016 that it has no intention to introduce any public restrictions to Islamic practices including the workplace
(in spite of evidence of public opinion support for a ban on the ‘burqa’ in public
places27), the bulk of reported cases of discrimination in employment during 2018
have centred on conscious or unconscious bias in access to employment, conditions
of work (including treatment by management and other employees), pay and promotion opportunities for employees with a Muslim background. Google UK was
reportedly forced to settle a racial discrimination case for failing to protect a British
contractor of Moroccan descent from harassment while working on a company project.28 Google, as well as other big companies such as Starbucks and Amazon29, have
recently been implicated in collective complaints on a global scale about discriminatory workplace practices that affect minority groups.
In particular, the impact of the so-called ‘Muslim penalty’ in employment has
been extensively documented in a series of reports published in the last two years.
It is well known, for example, that the unemployment rate among members of the
Muslim community is the UK is almost twice that of the national average index,
with people with Pakistani and Bangladeshi background topping the list with a 10%
unemployment rate.30 Furthermore, British Muslims are the most under-represented religious group in top professional posts.31 Once again, however, the ‘Muslim
penalty’ has a predominant intersectional dimension, with not only religion and
ethnicity but also race, class, and of course gender multiplying the gap. A combination of factors such as the cumulative impact of austerity on the Muslim population
26. MCB, Our Shared British Future. Muslims and Integration in the UK, (MCB, London: 2018), p. 66-8, https://
www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentandemployeetypes/articles/ukandnonukpeopleinthelabourmarket/may2018/pdf (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
27. Georgina Lee, “FactCheck: What Do Brits Think about Banning the Burqa?” Channel 4 News, https://www.channel4.com/news/factcheck/factcheck-what-do-brits-think-about-banning-the-burqa, (Access date: 4 September 2019).
28. Catherine Shu, “Google Reportedly Paid £4,000 to Settle a Racial Discrimination Lawsuit in the UK”. TechCrunch, http://social.techcrunch.com/2018/11/25/google-reportedly-paid-4000-to-settle-a-racial-discriminationlawsuit-in-the-uk/, (Access date: 2 September 2019).
29. “Muslim Amazon Workers Protest Claiming There’s No Time to Pray”. Mail Online, 17 December 2018,
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6505471/Muslim-Amazon-workers-protest-against-internet-giant-claimdont-time-pray.html; Change, Google Walkout For Real. “#GoogleWalkout Update: Collective Action Works, but
We Need to Keep Working.” Medium, 8 November 2018, https://medium.com/@GoogleWalkout/googlewalkoutupdate-collective-action-works-but-we-need-to-keep-working-b17f673ad513 (Access Date: 1 September 2019).
30. Department of Work and Pensions, “Unemployment”, 21 September 2018, https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.
service.gov.uk/work-pay-and-benefits/unemployment-and-economic-inactivity/unemployment/latest. Office for
National Statistics, “UK and Non-UK People in the Labour Market: May 2018”, https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentandemployeetypes/articles/ukandnonukpeopleinthelabourmarket/may2018/pdf (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
31. APPG, Islamophobia Defined, op. cit., p. 22; Anushka Asthana. “Islamophobia Holding Back UK Muslims in
Workplace, Study Finds”, The Guardian, 7 September 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/society/2017/sep/07/
islamophobia-holding-back-uk-muslims-in-workplace-study-finds (Access Date: 2 September 2019).
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(over-represented in the 10% of the most deprived local authorities) and on women with BAME background32 have combined with well-entrenched religious, racial,
cultural, and gender stereotypes to affect access to, and generate discrimination in,
employment for people with a Muslim background.33

Education
Especially since early 2014, when a letter allegedly outlining an extremist plot to ‘Islamise” a network of schools in Birmingham was leaked to the press and gave rise to
the government Operation ‘Trojan Horse’, education has been a key item in the public debate about radicalisation and Islamophobia. In 2018, as the dust on the scandal
started to settle, it was time for reckoning and recriminations. In the end, although
the investigation did uncover evidence that some schools ended up being run as
faith institutions, there was no proof of an organised ‘conspiracy’, as right-wing press
and the government had alleged. Of the expected 100 or more cases of professional
misconduct, only 15 ended up with charges - and all but one eventually collapsed
in bitter recriminations.34 The handling of the investigation by the Department for
Education and the education regulator Ofsted was widely criticised for giving in to a
sensationalist approach to the matter that did lasting damage to community relations
and added fuel to an Islamophobic climate in British society.35
While the UK does not legally restrict any religious practice, the wearing of the
religious dress in elementary schools proved a polarising item of public discussion
in 2018.36 The decision of an East London school to ban the hijab for pupils under
the age of eight - which was subsequently rescinded37 following not only pressure
from parents and Muslim organisations but also a grotesque social media campaign
against the school’s head teacher Neena Lall -,38 touched raw nerves within British
society and brought to the surface much broader tensions about the balance between
32. “International Women’s Day Reminds Us of Triple Penalty against Muslim Women”, Muslim Engagement
and Development, 8 March 2018, https://mend.org.uk/news/international-womens-day-reminds-us-triple-penalty-muslim-women/ (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
33. Aina Khan, “We’ve Got the Degrees, So Why Do Muslim Women Struggle to Get Jobs?”, The Guardian, 14
December 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/dec/14/degrees-muslim-women-jobs-austerity-racism-islamphobia (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
34. Imran Awan, “I Never Did Anything Wrong’ – Trojan Horse: A Qualitative Study Uncovering the Impact in
Birmingham”, British Journal of Sociology of Education, 39/2 (2018), pp. 197-211.
35. Samira Shackle, “Trojan Horse: The Real Story behind the Fake ‘Islamic Plot’ to Take over Schools”, The Guardian, 1 September 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/sep/01/trojan-horse-the-real-story-behind-thefake-islamic-plot-to-take-over-schools (Access Date: 3 September 2019).
36. Christina Easton, “Countering Extremism in British Schools? The Truth about the Birmingham Trojan Horse
Affair”, Journal of Education Policy, 33/4 (2018), pp. 584–85.
37. “UK School Reverses Hijab Ban after Backlash”, Study International, 23 January 2018, https://www.studyinternational.com/news/uk-school-reverses-hijab-ban-backlash/ (Access Date: 2 September 2019).
38. Robin de Peyer, “St Stephen’s Head Neena Lall Likened to Hitler in Spoof Video as Row over Hijab Ban Escalates”, Evening Standard, 29 January 2018, https://www.standard.co.uk/news/education/st-stephens-head-neenalall-likened-to-hitler-as-row-over-hijab-ban-escalates-a3752056.html (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
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diversity and ‘British values’ in education. The right-wing press covered the issue
mostly from the viewpoint of the headmaster’s right to uphold ‘fundamental British
values’ in schools and her right to be protected from intimidation.39 The old adage
that wearing the hijab ‘sexualises’ young women was re-circulated.40 Many, on the
other hand, alleged that an attempt to restrict religious practice was using liberal pretexts to mask an underlying racism.41 But the isolated school case was transformed
into a symbolic battleground, with the head of Ofsted, Amanda Spielman, going
as far as suggesting that “religious extremists” were active “perverting” education in
UK schools.42 Spielman’s speech was nothing short of an unforgivable cliché parade,
with the same vague calls in support of ‘fundamental British values’,43 ‘muscular
liberalism’ juxtaposed to ‘passive liberalism’, and a shallow invocation of ‘equality’
and ‘freedom’.44
PREVENT continued to cast a shadow in the field of education with a 24%
rise in referrals (totalling 2,462) in 2017/18 to the government’s flagship anti-extremism programme.45 The need for critical thinking to counter destructive extremist narratives from both the far right and religious fundamentalists must extend to building resilience inside educational institutions as well as in the crucial
field of reporting and news coverage. In a recent report published by the National
Union of Students (NUS), the revelation that one in three students with Muslim
background have suffered attacks on university campuses46 should invite reflection
on the corrosive effect of an uncritical approach to surveillance and the practical
operation of PREVENT.
39. Paul Bracchi, “Extremists Who Bullied Head into Reversing Hijab Ban Unmasked”, Mail Online, 2 February
2018, http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5346605/Extremists-bullied-head-hijab-ban-u-turn-exposed.html
(Access Date: 2 September 2019).
40. Nimco Ali, “Hijabs Sexualise Little Girls and School Heads Are Right to Ban Them”, Evening Standard, 23
January 2018, https://www.standard.co.uk/comment/comment/hijabs-sexualise-little-girls-and-school-heads-areright-to-ban-them-a3747396.html (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
41. Richard Adams, “Hijab Ban Attempt Is ‘Racism Dressed up as Liberalism’, Teachers’ Conference Told”, The
Guardian, 1 April 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/education/2018/apr/01/attempt-to-ban-hijab-racismdressed-up-as-liberalism-teachers-conference-told (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
42. Chris Allen, “What Possible Evidence Does Ofsted Chief Have to Suggest Religious Extremists Are ‘perverting’
Education?”, The Conversation, 5 February 2018, http://theconversation.com/what-possible-evidence-does-ofsted-chief-have-to-suggest-religious-extremists-are-perverting-education-91137. (Access date: 1 September 2019).
43. Carol Vincent and Myriam Hunter-Henin, “The Problem with Teaching ‘British Values’ in School”, The Conversation, http://theconversation.com/the-problem-with-teaching-british-values-in-school-83688. (Access date: 1
September 2019).
44. Hannah Richardson, “Extremists Trying to ‘Pervert Education”, BBC, 1 February 2018, https://www.bbc.com/
news/education-42902864 (Access Date: 2 September 2019).
45. Freddie Whittaker, “Prevent Duty Referrals from Education Rise 24% in 2017-18”, Schools Week, 13 December 2018, https://schoolsweek.co.uk/prevent-referrals-from-education-rise-24/ (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
46. Eleanor Busby, “One in Three Muslim Students Attacked on Campus as Islamophobic Hate Crime Surges”,
The Independent, 18 March 2018, https://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/education-news/muslim-students-universities-islamophobic-national-union-students-nus-prevent-duty-a8260176.html (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
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much deeper problem of institutional Islamophobia in the Conservative party. The
most consistent and vocal internal critic has been the Conservative peer Baroness
Sayeeda Warsi, who has been arguing for long that Islamophobia is “very widespread”
at all levels of her party.52 Warsi had actually called for an inquiry into Islamophobia
in her party a month before the publication of Johnson’s column.53 The catalogue
of infractions among the ranks of the Conservative party is long and consistently
populated with fresh evidence of the extent of the problem: the Home Secretary was
widely criticised for the language (“sick Asian paedophiles”) that he used on Twitter
in response to news that twenty people were convicted for the ‘grooming crisis’ in
49
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2018, https://edition.cnn.com/2018/12/21/europe/boris-johnson-burqa-remarks-gbr-intl-scli/index.html. (Access
date: 4 September 2019).
52. Benjamin Kentish, “Islamophobia ‘Very Widespread’ in Conservative Party, Says Baroness Warsi”, The Independent, 11 June 2018, https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/conservatives-islamophobia-tory-party-racism-baroness-warsi-a8394271.html (Access Date: 3 September 2019).
53. Sayeeda Warsi, “No More Excuses. Time for an Inquiry into Tory Islamophobia”, The Guardian, 4 July
2018, https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/jul/04/inquiry-tory-islamophobia (Access Date: 3
September 2019).
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Rotherham;54 councillor Jeff Potts’ calls to “deport and repatriate all Muslims from
the UK” resulted in his temporary suspension from the party that however came
to the end in autumn 2018, when Potts was readmitted without further sanction;55
another councillor, Karen Sunderland, claimed that Islam is a “totalitarian religion ...
and has become the new Nazism”;56 the MP Bob Blackman, who has been repeatedly
involved in anti-Muslim incidents in the past, was forced to apologise for retweeting
-“in error” as he later claimed - an Islamophobic video posted by Tommy Robinson,
the former leader of the EDL.57
But it was UKIP that received the largest share of attention for its unabashed
dalliance with Islamophobia in 2018. Following a disastrous showing in the 2017
parliamentary and 2017/2018 local elections and a series of internal crises that resulted in five leadership changes,58 the party went through a phase of fundamental
restructuring that saw it focus on a broader cultural agenda increasingly gravitating
towards an extreme anti-Muslim message. At the same time, under the leadership of
Gerard Batten, UKIP is fast dismantling the firewall between it and the British far
right that its long-time leader until 2016, Nigel Farage, had put in place in order to
establish UKIP as a mainstream political party.59 Batten’s flirtation with the far right
was confirmed when he first threw his support behind Tommy Robinson, who was
arrested and imprisoned between May and August 2018 for breach of peace. At a
rally protesting Robinson’s detention in August, Batten said that prophet Mohammed was “a paedophile who kept sex slaves”.60 In early September, and following
Robinson’s release on bail, Batten proposed a motion to the party’s executive that
would rescind the earlier ban on admitting former members of the EDL or the farright British National Party (BNP). Vote on the motion has been subsequently deferred until March 2019 at the earliest; but this has not stopped Batten from hiring
54. Peter Walker, “Sajid Javid Defends Noting the Ethnicity of Child Grooming Gang,” The Guardian, 3 December 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2018/dec/03/sajid-javid-defends-noting-the-ethnicity-of-childgrooming-gang (Access Date: 3 September 2019).
55. “Re-Admittance of Cllr Jeff Potts to the Conservatives Is Troubling”, Tell MAMA, 7 November 2018, https://
tellmamauk.org/re-admittance-of-cllr-jeff-potts-to-the-conservatives-is-troubling/ (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
56. “Tory Candidate ‘Compared Islam to Nazism”, BBC, 1 May 2018, https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-london-43959705 (Access Date: 3 September 2019).
57. Shazia Awasn Scully, “As a Muslim Member of the Tory Party, I Saw Islamophobia Firsthand,” New Statesman,
1 June 2018, https://www.newstatesman.com/2018/06/muslim-member-tory-party-i-saw-islamophobia-firsthand.
(Access Date: 1 September 2019).
58. Rob Merrick, “Virtually Dead’ Ukip Puts Forward 75 per Cent Fewer Candidates for Local Elections”,
The Independent, 7 April 2018, https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/ukip-local-elections-nigelfarage-gerard-batten-brexit-collapse-a8293406.html; Heath, Oliver & Goodwin, Matthew, “The 2017 General
Election, Brexit and the Return to Two-Party Politics: An Aggregate-Level Analysis of the Result,” The Political
Quarterly, 88, (2017).
59. “UKIP Is Bouncing Back in an Altogether Nastier Form”, The Economist, 19 July 2018, https://www.economist.
com/britain/2018/07/19/ukip-is-bouncing-back-in-an-altogether-nastier-form (Access Date: 5 September 2019).
60. Eleanor Busby, “Ukip Leader Gerard Batten Calls Muhammad a Paedophile at Tommy Robinson Rally”, The
Independent, 15 July 2018, https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/gerard-batten-ukip-mohamed-paedophile-tommy-robinson-protests-muslims-a8447741.html (Access Date: 5 September 2019).
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Robinson as party advisor on “grooming gangs”.61 The move has divided the party,
with a number of high-profile members (including former leaders Farage and Paul
Nuttall62) and MEPs resigning in protest; and with the former party chairwoman
Suzanne Evans warning that the party is being taken over by a far-right faction led
by Robinson with Batten’s full support.63
UKIP’s transmutation into a far-right Islamophobic party64 was given a significant boost following the approval of a new ‘interim manifesto’ at the party’s
conference in September. The manifesto has signalled a lurch towards the far right,
with calls for scrapping large segments of current equality and human rights legislation, “all-Muslim prisons”, banning sharia law courts and the funding of mosque
construction by other countries, enhanced screening for immigrants from Islamic
countries, and a national enquiry into “Muslim grooming gangs”. These measures
are contained in a chapter titled “combatting Islamic literalist and fundamentalist
extremism”, which openly associates key interpretations of Islam with terrorism.65
The rise of Tommy Robinson in the public domain following his arrest and the
#FreeTommy campaign have been pivotal in the revival of far-right mobilisation in
the UK.66 In June, a rally held in London calling for Robinson’s release attracted a
15,000-strong crowd and was addressed by the leader of the Dutch Party for Freedom (PVV) Geert Wilders.67 The event and the subsequent campaign became the
rallying point for a convergence of a number of UK-based (Generation Identity, For
Britain, Football Lads Alliance, White Pendragons) and European (the Polish Wolność party and the Flemish Interest) far-right organisations.68
61. “UKIP Appoints Tommy Robinson as ‘Grooming Gangs’ Expert”, The Week UK, 5 January 2018, https://
www.theweek.co.uk/98009/ukip-appoints-tommy-robinson-as-grooming-gangs-expert (Access Date: 5 September
2019); “UKIP Leader Defends Hiring Tommy Robinson,” BBC, 23 November 2018, https://www.bbc.com/news/
uk-politics-46308160 (Access Date: 3 September 2019).
62. Paul Dallison, “Nigel Farage Quits UKIP”, POLITICO, 4 December 2018, https://www.politico.eu/article/
nigel-farage-quits-ukip/ (Access Date: 2 September 2019).
63. Benjamin Butterworth, “Former Ukip Deputy Chair Suzanne Evans Resigns over ‘Momentum-Style’ Takeover
by Tommy Robinson Supporters”, Inews, 3 December 2018, https://inews.co.uk/news/politics/ukip-suzanne-evans-resigns-tommy-robinson-gerard-batten/ (Access Date: 3 September 2019).
64. Sebastian Payne, “Ukip’s Transformation into a Far-Right Party Is Complete”, Financial Times, 23 November,
2018, https://www.ft.com/content/c43857ca-ef16-11e8-89c8-d36339d835c0 (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
65.“UKIP”, Interim Manifesto 2018. Politics for the People, https://www.ukip.org/uploads/UKIP%20Manifesto%20Sept%202018.pdf (Access Date: 1 September 2019).
66. Paul Stocker, “Tommy Robinson and the Transformation of the British Far Right,” Fair Observer, 20 September 2018, https://www.fairobserver.com/region/europe/tommy-robinson-far-right-uk-europe-news-18291/ (Access
Date: 5 September 2019).
67. “Geert Wilders: ‘Freedom Is behind Bars. Tommy Is behind Bars. And That Is Totally Unacceptable”, Voice of
Europe, 9 June 2018, https://voiceofeurope.com/2018/06/geert-wilders-freedom-is-behind-bars-tommy-is-behindbars-and-that-is-totally-unacceptable/ (Access Date: 4 September 2019). The full text of Wilders’s speech is at https://
www.geertwilders.nl/in-de-media-mainmenu-74/nieuws-mainmenu-114/94-english/2118-videomessage-geert-wilders-freetommy-rally-london-july-14.
68. Ryan Gallagher, “British Neo-Nazis Are on the Rise - And They’re Becoming More Organised and Violent”,
The Intercept, 3 May 2018, https://theintercept.com/2018/05/03/uk-far-right-terrorism-national-action/ (Access
Date: 5 September 2019).
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the former deputy
editor of the most widely read British tabloid newspaper Daily
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for the rise in Islamophobia in the public domain.71 Ian Brunskill, The Times associate editor, similarly rejected allegations of a deliberate campaign of misinformation
in the British press to feed an Islamophobic moral panic. Andy Silverstein of The
Sun tabloid newspaper rejected the prevalent association of the publication with
anti-Muslim stories as “unfair”.72 The newspaper’s managing editor, Paul Clarkson,
went even further, claiming that there was absolutely no issue with Islamophobia in
the entirety of the British mainstream press.73
66

67

68
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69. “Geert Wilders: ‘Freedom Is behind Bars. Tommy Is behind Bars. And That Is Totally Unacceptable”, Voice of
Europe, 9 June 2018, https://voiceofeurope.com/2018/06/geert-wilders-freedom-is-behind-bars-tommy-is-behindbars-and-that-is-totally-unacceptable (Access Date: 2 September 2019).
70. “Committee Takes Evidence on Anti-Muslim Sentiments in the Print Media - News from Parliament”, UK
Parliament, 20 February 2018, https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/
home-affairs-committee/news-parliament-2017/hate-crime-campaigners-regulators-evidence-17-19/, (Access date:
1 September 2019).
71. Charlotte Tobitt, “Senior Daily Mail Editor Blames ‘Dreadful Cesspit’ of Social Media for Rise of Islamophobia
as Newspaper Bosses Quizzed in Hate Crime Inquiry”, Press Gazette, 25 April 2018, https://www.pressgazette.
co.uk/senior-daily-mail-editor-blames-dreadful-cesspit-of-social-media-for-rise-of-islamophobia-as-newspaperbosses-quizzed-in-hate-crime-inquiry/ (Access Date: 3 September 2019).
72. Andy Silvester, “Supplementary Written Evidence Submitted by The Sun (OHC0025)”, 19 June 2018,
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/home-affairs-committee/
hate-crime-and-its-violent-consequences/written/85615.pdf (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
73. “The Sun’s Managing Editor Says Islamophobia ‘Isn’t an Issue in the Mainstream Media”, New Statesman,
24 April 2018, https://www.newstatesman.com/politics/media/2018/04/sun-s-managing-editor-says-islamophobia-isn-t-issue-mainstream-media (Access date: 1 September 2019).
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Such statements have been received with a healthy, much-needed dose of derision by those who have documented the corrosive role of printed media in fostering a
culture of mainstream Islamophobia.74 But it was Gary Jones, the recently appointed
editor of The Daily Express and The Sunday Express, two tabloid papers with a long
history of using inflammatory stories and language at the expense of Muslims and
Islam,75 who provided the surprising admission that some of his newspaper’s front
pages in the past were “downright offensive” and have “helped create an Islamophobic sentiment”.76 The problem is by no means confined to tabloid titles; it reaches
deep into ‘broadsheet’ titles such as The Telegraph and The Times, as well as quality
magazines like The Spectator. And it was deeply ironic that barely a day after its
associated editor denied the existence of a problem with Islamophobia in front of
the Home Affairs Committee that The Times was asked by the Independent Press
Standards Organisation (IPSO) to correct a “distorted” front-page story regarding
a “Muslim foster home” in Tower Hamlets, London dating back in August 2017.77
Of course the problem with Islamophobia in the British media is not just one
of misinformation and distortion; it also has to do with the uncritical reproduction
of stereotypes and biases about the Muslim communities. In 2017, British actor
Riz Ahmed gave a speech to the House of Commons on how Muslims are inaccurately portrayed on film and TV, suggesting a five-question test to identify stereotypes (Muslims portrayed as victims or perpetrators? Male characters shown as angry
and misogynistic or female characters as oppressed? Shown as culturally backward?
Presented as a threat to ‘western values’?78). In September, the very popular terrorism-themed BBC series The Bodyguard was also accused of reproducing a stream of
negative stereotypes about Muslim women.79

Justice System
The UK criminal justice system (CJS) has continued to receive scrutiny and criticism
with regard to its allegedly discriminatory practices. There is now a substantial body
74. Versi Miqdaad, “Islamophobia Not an Issue in the British Press? You’ve Got to Be Kidding”, The Guardian, 27
April 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/apr/27/islamophobia-not-british-press-issue-gotto-be-kidding (Access Date: 3 September 2019).
75. Christopher Matthias, “How The British Media Helps Radicalize People Against Islam”, HuffPost UK, 21 June
2017, https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/darren-osborne-islamophobia-in-uk-media_us_594982bee4b00cdb99cb01b9 (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
76. Tom Embury-Dennis, “Daily Express Helped Create ‘Islamophobic Sentiment’, Newspaper’s Editor Admits”,
The Independent, 25 April 2018, https://www.independent.co.uk/news/media/daily-express-islamophobic-sentiment-editor-gary-jones-home-affairs-select-committee-a8321026.html (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
77. “Times ‘Distorted’ Front Page Story on Muslim Foster-Care Girl – Press Watchdog”, RT International, 25 April
2018, https://www.rt.com/uk/425058-times-muslim-watchdog-foster/. (Access Date: 1 September 2019).
78. “The Riz Test”, https://www.riztest.com, (Access date: 1 September 2019).
79. Tasnim Nazeer, “Memo to Bodyguard Writers: Muslim Women Are More than Victims or Terrorists”, The
Guardian, 24 September 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/sep/24/bodyguard-muslim-islamophobic-attacks-muslim-terrorist-stereotype (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
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of evidence from different sources that underpins the narrative of racial and religious
discrimination in the field of criminal justice. A recent in-depth study of data from
2006 to 2011 found that Muslims are far more likely, once stopped, to be searched,
arrested, and prosecuted.80 Research carried out by the Ministry of Justice, especially
in the light of the recommendations of the 2017 Lammy Review, corroborated the
trend that young BAME individuals (representing 41% of the young adults in the
Criminal Justice System81) faced the highest levels of disproportionality in all levels
of the operation of the CJS.82 David Lammy has followed up his review with an
unwavering advocacy of urgent government remedial action, including a call for the
collection of detailed ethnicity data. But Lammy has also described the problem as
a “social time bomb”, in the sense that it adversely affects BAME individuals after
and well beyond their entanglement with the CJS, limiting their future access to key
fields such as employment and housing.83
While 2018 figures for stop-and-search incidents have continued their downward
trend (currently 5 per 1,000 people, down from an equivalent figure of 23 in 200910), the over-representation of BAME groups in the statistics is still striking, with black
and Asian individuals well above the average figure (29 and 8 per 1,000 respectively)
and with huge regional disparities in police practices.84 The number of Muslim prisoners also continues to grow disproportionately, representing more than 15% of the total
prison population (nearly double the figure from ten years ago), with an even higher
figure of 28% among inmates of high security facilities.85 The prevalent framing of
the government’s PREVENT counter-extremism programme through a conveyor belt
approach that leads from the ‘war on terror’ and ‘radicalisation’ of Muslims to terrorism
has embedded a strong Islamophobic bias in its operations from systematic surveillance
to referral.86 A similar bias against Muslim communities has also extended from the
public sphere into the private domain, with recent research pointing to underlying
80. Julian Hargreaves, “Police Stop and Search Within British Muslim Communities: Evidence from the Crime
Survey 2006–11”, British Journal of Criminology, 58/6 (2018), p. 1281–1302.
81. “Bias against Ethnic Minorities ‘Needs to Be Tackled’ in Justice System”, BBC, 8 September 2017, https://www.
bbc.com/news/uk-41191311.
82. Ministry of Justice, “Tackling Racial Disparity in the Criminal Justice System”, 2018 Update, https://assets.
publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/747335/tackling-racial-disparity-criminal-justice-system-2018-update-web.pdf (Access Date: 2 September 2019).
83. David Lammy, “The Racial Bias in Our Justice System Is Creating a Social Timebomb | David Lammy”,
The Guardian, 8 September 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/sep/08/david-lammy-review-bame-children-face-prejudice-flawed-criminal-justice-system (Access Date: 5 September 2019).
84. The Home Office data on stop-and-search from 2018 can be accessed at https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.
service.gov.uk/crime-justice-and-the-law/policing/stop-and-search/latest (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
85. Colin Webster and Mohammed Qasim, “The Effects of Poverty and Prison on British Muslim Men Who Offend”, Social Sciences 7/ 10 (2018), p. 184.
86. Fahid Qurashi, “The Prevent Strategy and the UK ‘War on Terror’: Embedding Infrastructures of Surveillance
in Muslim Communities”, Palgrave Communications, 4/17 (2018), https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-0170061-9 (Access Date: 3 September 2019).
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assumptions that the Muslim home can be treated as a pre-violent space.87 In the wake
of the publication of the APPG’s report Defining Islamophobia, Muslim communities
have now officially asked the government for full legal protection against Islamophobia.
The government has so far refused to respond affirmatively.

Internet
The UK online Islamophobic network is thriving as only a part of an increasingly
complex and sophisticated global, largely de-territorialised network of message amplification. Recent studies by HOPE not Hate,88 the Data&Society Research Institute,89 and POLITICO90 have painted a bleak picture of a powerful, extraordinarily
effective, yet opaque in its workings and largely anonymous global operation, with
partisan stories appearing online on even obscure far-right UK sites often amassing
thousands or more ‘likes’ and shares within hours from launch. The network is based
on a philosophy of deliberate secretive decentralisation, making it immensely hard
to decipher its structure or operation, in contrast to more established outlets such
as Breitbart. Fake stories with Islamophobic content and intent are easily and swiftly amplified through the shadowy network of news outlets, social media accounts,
and numerous bots. Last November, Tommy Robinson admitted that he spread a
fake story about the Muslim students including the Syrian refugee boy Jamal who
had been filmed being bullied at his school in Huddersfield.91 Although there was
a personal retraction from Robison himself only hours after the publication of his
Facebook post, the fake story still managed to gain considerable traction among farright news/campaign sites and social media accounts. Similarly, the fake story that
during his imprisonment Robinson was deliberately moved to another prison with
71% Muslim inmates was picked up by UKIP MEP Janice Atkinson and by former Breitbart editor and unsuccessful candidate for the leadership of UKIP Raheem
Kassam, having been extensively amplified by the US far-right conspiracy-theory
website InfoWars and numerous social media accounts through it.92
87. Shereen Fernandez, “The Geographies of Prevent: The Transformation of the Muslim Home into a Pre-Crime
Space”, Journal of Muslims in Europe, 7/2 (2018), pp. 167-89.
88. Patrik Hermansson, Bots, Fake News and the Anti-Muslim Message on Social Media, (HnH, London: 2018),
https://hopenothate.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/HnH-Briefing-Anti-Muslim-Hate-On-Social-Media-2018-11.pdf (Access Date: 2 September 2019).
89. Alice Marwick and Rebecca Lewis, Media Manipulations and Disinformation Online (2017), https://centerformediajustice.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/DataAndSociety_MediaManipulationAndDisinformationOnline.
pdf (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
90. Tom McTague, “How Britain Grapples with Nationalist Dark Web,” Politico, 17 December 2018, https://www.
politico.eu/article/britain-nationalist-dark-web-populism-tommy-robinson/ (Access Date: 3 September 2019).
91. Katy Clifton, “Tommy Robinson Admits He Shared ‘Fake News,” Evening Standard, 30 November 2018,
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/uk/tommy-robinson-admits-he-shared-fake-news-about-muslims-attacking-boyat-school-was-syrian-refugee-a4005301.html (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
92. Mikey Smith, “No, Tommy Robinson Hasn’t Been Moved to a 71% Muslim Prison”, Mirror, 14 June 2018,
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/politics/no-tommy-robinson-hasnt-been-12706229 (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
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POLITICO shed light on how obscure new far-right/Islamophobic sites are
instantly plugged into an already well-oiled global operation of strategic message
amplification. The example analysed is the news website PoliticalUK.co.uk, which
appeared only in April 2018 with a relatively small daily output of online stories and
rather basic user-interface design but still managed to amass social media interactions in the thousands per story within only months from its launch. Last summer,
Twitter admitted that it had effectively lost control of the misinformation campaign
waged through it by announcing that it had suspended a staggering 70 million fake
accounts only in the course of two months.93 Facebook and other popular social
media platforms have appeared equally overwhelmed and unable to exercise meaningful control over an increasingly complex, active, and unpredictable matrix of hate
propaganda.94 A recent study showed a significant degree of cross-overs between racist, nativist, and anti-Muslim online groups, with Islamophobia functioning as the
ideological common denominator for the majority of entanglements.95
In 2018, the Digital, Culture, Media, and Sports Committee of the UK parliament turned its attention to the topic of “disinformation and ‘fake news’”. The
role of the two dominant social media platforms, Facebook and Twitter, came under
intense scrutiny, although Facebook’s CEO Mark Zuckerberg refused to heed two
calls to provide evidence in person at a special committee session. Facebook did
tighten its scrutiny procedures with regard to accounts that violated its rules about
incitement of hatred via the platform. As a result, the pages of the far-right group
Britain First and those of its leaders, Paul Golding and Jayda Fransen, were removed
for their repeated anti-Muslim posts in March.96 In November, PayPal took action
against the payment account of Tommy Robinson, months after Twitter revoked his
access following infringements of its new ‘hateful conduct’ policies.97 Similar action
was taken against InfoWars and other websites of the global anti-Muslim network
in September.98
93. David Lumb, “Twitter Reportedly Suspended 70 Million Fake Accounts in May and June”, Engadget, 7 June 2018,
https://www.engadget.com/2018/07/06/twitter-reportedly-suspended-70-million-fake-accounts-in-may-and/.
(Access Date: 3 September 2019).
94. Michael Edison Hayden, “Mark Zuckerberg Said Facebook Doesn’t Host Hate Groups; the Reality Tells a
Very Different Story”, Newsweek, 20 April 2018, https://www.newsweek.com/faceboook-anti-muslim-hate-groups890338 (4 September 2019).
95. Megan Squire, “Understanding the Network of Anti-Muslim Groups on Facebook”, Centre for Analysis of the
Radical Right, 21 September 2018, https://www.radicalrightanalysis.com/2018/09/21/understanding-the-networkof-anti-muslim-groups-on-facebook/ (4 September 2019).
96. “Facebook Bans Far-Right Group Britain First for Inciting Hatred”, Reuters, 14 March 2018, https://uk.reuters.
com/article/us-britain-facebook-far-right-idUKKCN1GQ1JS (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
97. Matthew Field, “PayPal Stops Payments to Tommy Robinson in Latest Block on Far Right”, The Telegraph,
8 November 2018, https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2018/11/08/paypal-stops-payments-tommy-robinsonlatest-block-far-right/ (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
98. “Tommy Robinson Banned from Twitter”, BBC, 28 March 2018, https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-43572168 (3 September 2019).
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Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network
The British far-right agitator that goes by the nom de guerre Tommy Robinson
emerged as the undoubted grandee of the UK’s Islamophobic network in 2018. Robinson has extended his divisive portfolio of agitation from his original, fierce anti-Islam campaigning (now enriched with a cynical exploitation of the ‘grooming gangs’
theme99) with the pursuit of mass mainstream respectability through his passionate
defence of Brexit and his involvement with UKIP. With a Facebook army of more
than a million followers and a well-oiled, truly globalised network of publicity strategic amplification100, Robinson largely succeeded throughout 2018 in imprinting
himself on public life, amazingly not only through his agitatory presence but also via
his temporary absence due to imprisonment. The #FreeTommy off- and online campaign has created a veritable far-right global martyr out of him, bringing together in
his support an unlikely coalition of neo-Nazi and far-right networks with alt-right
stars, avowed libertarians, and mainstream populist politicians.101
Tommy Robinson was one of the nominees in the UK category of the Islamic
Human Rights Commission’s (IHRC) annual Islamophobia awards, given to “politicians and figures of note within the UK who had flagrantly displayed the most
Islamophobia”.102 The award went instead to the Conservative party with “an honourable and special mention to Boris Johnson”. Johnson’s article on the ‘burqa’, his
puerile refusal to offer a public apology for his comments, and his party’s reluctance
to call him out for his expressed views rendered the award defensible. The mayor of
London Sadiq Khan has been a particular target of attacks by members of the party.
It seems that the lessons from the grotesque Islamophobic campaign run by the party’s candidate Zac Goldsmith in 2016 have not prevented the Conservative mayoral
candidate for the 2020 elections, Shaun Bailey, from retweeting online anti-Muslim
propaganda that described London’s first Muslim mayor Sadiq Khan as the “mad
mullah Khan of Londonistan”.103 In July, the Conservative MP Michael Fabricant
tweeted a sexually-themed picture of London mayor Sadiq Khan as a pig in the
99. Helen Lewis, “How to Stop Agitators Such as Tommy Robinson Exploiting Child Grooming Trials”, New Statesman, 24 November 2018, https://www.newstatesman.com/politics/uk/2018/10/how-stop-agitators-such-tommy-robinson-exploiting-child-grooming-trials (Access Date: 3 September 2019).
100. Halliday, Josh, and Lois Beckett Caelainn Barr, “Revealed: The Hidden Global Network behind Tommy
Robinson”, The Guardian, 7 December 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/dec/07/tommy-robinson-global-support-brexit-march (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
101. Daniel Jones, “The Hidden Success of the Far Right’s ‘Free Tommy’ Campaign”, Fair Observer, 11 July 2018,
https://www.fairobserver.com/region/europe/tommy-robinson-uk-far-right-radicalism-europe-news-16251/ (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
102. “Event Report: Islamophobia Awards 2018”, IHRC, 27 November 2018, https://www.ihrc.org.uk/activities/
event-reports/19489-event-report-islamophobia-awards-2018/ (Access date: 2 September 2019).
103. William Eichler, “Tory London Mayoral Candidate Accused of Islamophobia”, LocalGov, 5 October 2018,
http://www.localgov.co.uk/Tory-London-mayoral-candidate-accused-of-Islamophobia-/46136 (Access Date: 3 September 2019).
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margins of president Trump’s visit to London;104 unlike Johnson, at least Fabricant
apologised afterwards. As the MCB stated, the failure of the Conservative party to
take meaningful action against the long list of Islamophobic infractions among its
ranks is a dangerous mainstream “licence to bigotry”. 105

Figure 10: Conservative MP Michael Fabricant and his offensive tweet.106

Figure 10: Conservative MP Michael Fabricant and his offensive tweet.106
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Quilliam Foundation followed a similar line of direct criticism of the APPG’s definition109 but openly extended it to the term itself, with its International President Norman Benotman calling it “political poison convincing British Muslim communities
that their religion is feared ... while compelling non-Muslim British society to believe
that their Muslim counterparts have a special type of right”.110 It therefore seems
that the Islamophobia ‘sceptics’ within the broader British Muslim community have
swiftly joined forces with like-minded mainstream sceptics from the press and from
certain think tanks in a coordinated defence of the government’s refusal to accept the
APPG’s proposed definition of ‘Islamophobia’.

Observed Civil Society and Political Assessment
and Initiatives
Civil society has played a central role in countering the rise of anti-Muslim prejudice
and agitation in the past years - and its continuing, indeed increasing involvement
in this direction is crucial in every meaningful effort to reverse the alarming trends
noted in this report. The year 2017 had ended with the publication of a report by
the APPG on British Muslims recording a wide range of community projects and
initiatives carried out by Muslim charities in order to assist all citizens in need where
they live and nationally.111 In 2018, the PM and the UK’s main political parties
supported the ‘Visit My Mosque’ annual day events in February, during which more
than 200 mosques across the country opened their doors to welcome visitors from
the community and engage in dialogue about the role of
Islam in contemporary British society.112 The ‘Islamophobia Awareness Month’
in November, which has been running with great success since 2012, is not only
putting forward a positive view of the Muslims communities; it also offers an opportunity to chart and reflect on the deeper causes of contemporary anti-Muslim attitudes and behaviours. In March, the National Union of Students (NUS) published
a report generated by the data collected in the context of its extensive ‘Muslim Stu-

109. QuilliamOrg, Twitter, 30 November 2018, https://mobile.twitter.com/drusamahasan/statuses/10684940
42848264193
110. Retrieved from https://www.quilliaminternational.com/quilliam-files/euuk1126/ (Access Date: 4 September
2019).
111. APPG, “Faith as the Fourth Emergency Service British Muslim Charitable Contributions to the UK”, December
2017,
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/599c3d2febbd1a90cffdd8a9/t/5ae09b288a922d758d2cd414/1524669250245/+Faith+as+the+Fourth+Emergency+Service+V3+Print.pdf (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
112. “Launch Event: Visit My Mosque Day 2018”, MCB, 7 February 2018, https://mcb.org.uk/press-releases/
launch-event-visit-my-mosque-day-2018/; “Prime Minister and London Mayor Take Part in Visit My Mosque
Day”, MCB, 18 February 2018, https://mcb.org.uk/press-releases/prime-minister-and-london-mayor-take-partin-visit-my-mosque-day/; Harriet Sherwood, “Jeremy Corbyn Attacks Islamophobia during Mosque Visit”, The
Guardian, 18 February 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2018/feb/18/jeremy-corbyn-attacks-islamophobia-during-mosque-visit
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dents’ Survey’.113 The survey was launched in order to foster a better understanding
of the range of issues facing Muslim students in higher education and to contribute
to the fight against the normalisation of Islamophobia. In November, Faith Matters
announced the ‘Stand Against Hate’ campaign, a desperately needed initiative to
combat all forms of hate crimes against racial, religious, sexual, and other groups,
by launching a crowdfunding campaign to raise funds for a series of posters asking
people to ‘be upstanders, not bystanders’.114 Meanwhile, the contribution of all religious communities to life and society in contemporary Britain was recognised and
celebrated in a number of events held as part of the UK Parliament and Interfaith
Week in November.115 In November, the Muslim Council of Scotland and the Scottish Council of Jewish Communities came together in joint condemnation of hate
crimes in a landmark case of concerted joint action to counter both Islamophobia
and anti-Semitism in Scotland.116
The fight against counter-factual and - consciously or unconsciously - biased
depictions of Muslims in the UK media is crucial for countering institutionalised
Islamophobia, fostering social cohesion, and improving the aspirations of members
of the UK Muslim communities. The role of Miqdaad Versi, head of the MCB’s
Centre for Media Monitoring, in forensically challenging and seeking to correct Islamophobic news stories in UK media has received the recognition that it deserves.117
Beyond, however, national organisations with a long and established record in efforts
to counter the spread of anti-Muslim racism, a significant body of civil society organisations and local groups also made crucial contributions to their communities and
society as a whole. Such groups offered important evidence and know-how to the
research carried out by the APPG on British Muslims, in preparation for the publication of its significant report last November.118 Communities from across the country
were also involved as consultation participants and shared with the group’s members
experiences that would have been impossible to capture otherwise. Their role in the
formulation of arguably one of the most important contributions to the struggle for
a legal definition of Islamophobia in the UK cannot be exaggerated.
113. “Our Research into the Experiences of #MuslimsInEducation @ NUS Connect”, NUS, 18 March 2018,
https://www.nusconnect.org.uk/articles/our-research-into-the-experiences-of-muslimsineducation (Access date: 5
September 2019).
114. “A Statement on the ‘No2h8’ Crowdfunding Campaign”, Tell MAMA, 23 November 2018, https://tellmamauk.org/a-statement-on-the-no2h8-crowdfunding-campaign/ (4 September 2019).
115. Mozzamel Haque, “Interfaith Meeting Held at the British Parliament”, The Muslim Weekly, http://www.
themuslimweekly.com/News/Details/31577 (Access date: 5 September 2019).
116. “Jews and Muslims in ‘Landmark’ Stand against Hate Crime”, BBC, 27 November 2018, https://www.bbc.
co.uk/news/uk-scotland-46355210 (3 September 2019).
117. Samanth Subramanian, “One Man’s (Very Polite) Fight against Media Islamophobia”, The Guardian, 18 October 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/oct/18/miqdaad-versi-very-polite-fight-against-british-mediaislamophobia (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
118. APPG, Islamophobia Defined.
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In addition, activities organised by local and regional civil society groups made a
significant contribution to the fight against Islamophobia. In little over a month after
the horrific attack on Jamal in Huddersfield, a GoFundMe crowdsourcing campaign to
fund his relocation had raised more than £158,000, with funders not only from Britain
but from more than fifty other countries.119 Similarly, individuals, community groups,
and local/national organisations came together to provide reassurance, advice, and protection, off- and online, in the run-up to the ‘Punish a Muslim Day’ hate campaign in
March-April.120 In December, a local Muslim youth charity from Charing Cross, London, the Ahmadiyya
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Figure 11: The ‘I am Muslim’ range of posters by the Leeds Muslim Youth Forum.122

Figure 11: The ‘I am Muslim’ range of posters by the Leeds Muslim Youth Forum.122
119. Alex Finnis, “More than £158,000 Raised to Relocate Bullied Syrian Boy – with Remainder Going to Refugee
Charity”, Inews, 5 December 2018, https://inews.co.uk/news/uk/bullied-syrian-boy-jamal-money-raised-relocation-huddersfield/ (Access Date: 4 September 2019).
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Conclusion and Policy Recommendations
Neither the rise of the far right nor the multiple expressions of institutionalised Islamophobia were problems created in 2018; but the year confirmed the challenges lying ahead in the fight against prejudice, discrimination, intimidation, and hate crime
directed at the Muslim communities in the UK. Against the backdrop of profound
political and social polarisation due to the overbearing discussion about Brexit, 2018
brought both significant welcome advances and disquieting setbacks in the efforts to
arrest and reverse the trend of growing in scope and intensity Islamophobia. Rising
hate crime figures; a depressing register of verbal and physical attacks both off- and
online; the shadow cast by co-ordinated hate campaigns such as this year’s ‘Punish a
Muslim’ hoax; the intensifying activities of a decentred far-right national and global
network; the deleterious effect of deep-seated anti-Muslim prejudice in segments of
both tabloid and broadsheet press; the ongoing penetration of anti-Muslim rhetoric
deep into mainstream politics, journalism, and everyday life; and the relentless ‘penalty’ against members of Muslim – and more broadly BAME – communities across
all spheres of public life, illustrate the enormity of the challenge still lying ahead.
Nevertheless 2018 can also be celebrated as a year that generated momentum towards an accepted legal definition of Islamophobia. Last year’s wish123 has come that
decisively closer to becoming a reality, in spite of continuing opposition from government and ‘Islamophobia sceptics’. The report launched by the APPG on British
Muslims in November has underlined the consensus among communities, NGOs,
and experts on Islamophobia on an understanding of the problem of Islamophobia
as a primarily intersectional one, where tributaries of religious, racial, cultural, and
gender prejudices coalesce into a powerful, pernicious, and pervasive mechanism of
‘othering’ Muslims. Civil society too maintained an admirable output of initiatives
to counter hate, provide relief to those affected, and promote a deservedly positive
image of what Muslims can do and are doing in British society. In December, Newham Council in London became the first public authority in the UK to officially
adopt the APPG definition as part of its efforts to combat hate crime;124 others have
followed since, adding to the awareness momentum that should be sustained.
• Proactively feed the momentum generated by the 2018 APPG report for
a legal definition of Islamophobia as a distinct form of, but also subset of,
racism by working closer with media, parliamentarians, and Muslim community organisations to maintain the ‘noise’ of the campaign.
• Review the state’s counter-terrorism strategy, with a view to revising assumptions, processes, and provisions surrounding its PREVENT strand in
123. EU Islamophobia Report 2017, p. 704.
124. “Newham Council Endorses All-Party Parliamentary Groups Definition Islamophobia”, Newham Council
London, 17 December 2018, https://www.newham.gov.uk/Pages/News/Newham-Council-endorses-All-Party-Parliamentary-groups-definition-Islamophobia.aspx (Access Date: 5 September 2019).
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particular. The transfer of responsibility for surveillance from the state to
educational and health institutions, as well as citizens in the private sphere
has diffused the institutionalisation of Islamophobia and undermined Muslims in every aspect of their everyday life.
Deconstruct the framing of the discussion about Islamophobia as a ‘twin’
problem of supposed balance between censuring the far right and invoking
the threat of ‘Islamist extremism’ in the same narrative. This logic needs to
be robustly challenged as political, social, and state practice at every possible
level.
Encourage civil society organisations to enhance their constructive input
in the process of generating a range of counter-narratives, especially those
focusing on the plurality of positive contributions to, and engagement with,
society as a whole.
Provide training to a wide range of practitioners, from educators to journalists to police, with a specific focus on a better understanding of unconscious
bias and the workings of institutional racism.
Promote an understanding of Islamophobia in the UK as an expression of
a wider dynamic that is fed by broader racial and cultural prejudices (e.g.
immigration, BAME discrimination, colonial legacies) and is international
in its dynamic of self-perpetuation. Closer co-operation of civil society organisations both nationally, internationally, and above all intersectionally is
crucial for enhancing reach and effectiveness across the board.
Strengthen the role and accountability of government regulators (especially the Independent Press Standards Organisation [IPSO]), watchdogs, and
independent bodies, particularly in fields that remain central to the propagation and normalisation of Islamophobia (traditional media, education,
Internet).
More pressure needs to be put on social media organisations by state and
parliament to take ownership of the problem of uncontrolled, shadowy dissemination of hate propaganda and to enhance their effective oversight of
the online networks that propagate and amplify hate messages.
Ensure that significantly more resources be made available for the gathering, processing, and presentation of evidence regarding incidents of discrimination and hate crime against Muslims and other vulnerable minoritised groups, both off- and online.
Promote more effective awareness of, and action against, the undercurrents
of inequality that continue to affect disproportionately communities with
a Muslim background across the UK in tandem with other institutionally
and socially oppressed groups in British society.
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Chronology
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01.02.2018: Darren Osborne, the perpetrator of the Finsbury Park mosque
attack in 2017, was found guilty of murder and attempted murder.
07.03.2018: The leaders of the far-right group Britain First, Paul Golding
and Jayda Fransen, were found guilty of religiously aggravated harassment.
09.03.2018: The first ‘Punish a Muslim’ set of letters were received, calling
for a day of violence against UK Muslims on 3 April.
13.03.2018: Graffiti with the slogans ‘Kill all Muslims’ and ‘Pedo [sic]
Muslim scum’ appeared on a wall in Birmingham, in the midst of a tense
period caused by the stream of ‘Punish a Muslim’ letters nationwide.
03.04.2018: The designated ‘Punish a Muslim’ day of violence passed without any major incident across the UK – but only after causing significant
consternation among communities with a Muslim background and was responsible for a spike in anti-Muslim hate incidents off- and online.
25.04.2018: Gary Jones, the new editor of The Daily Express and The Sunday Express, gave evidence in front of the Home Affairs Committee in which
he acknowledged that his newspaper has systematically helped create an
Islamophobic sentiment in the UK.
25.04.2018: The Independent Press Standards Organisation (IPSO) upheld a complaint against the newspaper The Times for its coverage of a child
foster case in Tower Hamlets, London back in 2017.
28.04.2018: Bacon rashers were left on the door handle of the Dumferline
Central Mosque.
05.06.2018: An arson attack was carried out against the Jamia Masjid Abu
Huraira Mosque, causing damage to its entrance, as well as the Guru Nanak
Nishkam Sewak Jatha Gurdwara nearby.
09.06.2018: A large #FreeTommy rally with the participation of UK farright groups and European populist movements took place in London, in
support of the then jailed former English Defence League leader, Tommy
Robinson. An online campaign asking for his immediate release also gathered significant momentum since his imprisonment in May.
12.06.2018: Police arrest David Parnham in relation to the national ‘Punish a Muslim’ hate campaign launched in February 2018 nominating 3
April as the day for launching the attacks.
24.06.2018: The far-right group Generation Identity launched a co-ordinated campaign that covered female statues in niqab in a number of UK
and Irish cities, calling simultaneously for a ‘ban on burqa’.
15.08.2018: Two mosques in Birmingham, Masjid Qamarul Islam and
Al-Hijrah, had their windows smashed after a co-ordinated attack carried
out with catapults.
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29.08.2018: BRPI, an alleged far-right group, spread graffiti on the wall of
a LIDL store in Worcester, demanding that the chain stop selling halal and
kosher meat products, even if LIDL has made clear that the meat that it sells
does not comply with such standards.
09.09.2018: A car struck a number of pedestrians outside the Al-Majlis
Al-Hussaini Islamic Centre in Cricklewood, North-West London, leaving
one person injured.
20.09.2018: UKIP launched its ‘Interim Manifesto’ at the party’s conference, with a series of extreme anti-Muslim policies that confirmed its transformation into a far-right party under its leader, Gerard Batten.
28.09.2018: It emerged on the day that he was confirmed as the Tory
candidate for the London 2020 mayoral elections that Shaun Bailey had
expressed himself as an opponent of multiculturalism and had retweeted
offensive content targeting the incumbent, Sadiq Khan.
19.10.2018: Home Secretary Sajid Javid uses the inflammatory “sick Asian
paedophiles” in response to news that members of a ‘grooming group’ in
Rotherham were convicted. The tweet was widely criticised but Javid defended it in response.
05.11.2018: A video showing a cardboard model representing Grenfell
Tower (an apartment tower block in London which burnt down on 14 July,
2017, causing 72 deaths and more than 70 injuries) with cut-outs of figures
representing Muslim residents set on fire, with residents represented with
clear racial references, was posted online from a group of people who were
shown to laugh and emulate calls for help from the trapped residents.
10.11.2018: Offensive Daesh-themed graffiti were sprayed on the walls of
Bait-ul-Lateef Mosque in Liverpool.
12.11.2018: DVDs containing defamatory material targeting Islam were sent
to schools and Muslim community organisations in London and Yorkshire.
27.11.2018: The All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on British Muslims launched its report Islamophobia Defined, following a months-long investigation and evidence collection. The report called the government to
adopt its proposed definition of Islamophobia as ‘anti-Muslim racism’.
November 2018: A video showing a Syrian refugee pupil Jamal being tortured by another pupil was posted online, generating an online campaign
to support and relocate him to another part of the country. It transpired
that Jamal has been serially bullied in his school and had reached out to
authorities for protection but nothing was done ahead of the incident
shown on the video.
09.12.2018: An arson attack was carried out against Al-Falah Masjid Islamic Centre in Cheetham Hill, Manchester.
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